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Society in the world has been horrified by the presence of a new type of coronavirus outbreak or better known as COVID-19 (World Health Organization, 2020), which is also considered as a global public health emergency. There are more than 512,000 people with 23,495 deaths confirmed in 202 countries by March 2020 (World Health Organization, 2020). The rapid process of transmitting the virus increasingly makes the community anxious. Moreover, some people may not know the procedures for handling the virus which makes them more panic.

In Indonesia, the government has issued a state of disaster emergency from 29 February to 29 May 2020 related to this virus pandemic with a total time of 91 days (Koesmawardhan, 2020). The coronavirus pandemic in Indonesia began on 2 March 2020 until 1 June 2020, with 25,940 positive cases of COVID-19 were confirmed, 1,642 of them dead and 7,637 recovered. Cases are stated to be spread in all of 34 provinces in Indonesia, where the island of Bali is one of the regions that also has been infected by the virus (Public Health Emergency Operation Centre, 2020).

In this letter, we would like to address COVID-19 from Vedic literary history and Hindu perspective. The existence of the virus actually could be traced to its type or category. According to Ayurveda literature (Ambara, 2006), the main reference for the health dimension or Usadha community in Bali, the existence of epidemic diseases are basically grouped into three types including: 1) Adhyatmika is a disease outbreak whose causes originate from itself, such as hereditary disease, congenital disease, and imbalance in the Tri-Dosha element. Tri-Dosha is a fundamental energy that controls physical and emotional body functions; 2) Adhidaiwika is a disease outbreak that causes from the influence of the external environment, such as the influence of germs (bacteria, viruses), noetic or supernatural disorders, and scale effects (environmental or accidents); and 3) Adhibauitika is a disease outbreak caused by the influence of planets, sharp objects, animal bites, accidents to cause injury.

Based on these types, it can be seen that COVID-19 is in the Adhidaiwika type, a disease outbreak that causes from external environmental influences, such as the influence of germs or viruses.

According to a Hindu perspective in Bali, the appearance of COVID-19 is similar to Grubug's disease that has occurred since ancient times. Grubug is defined as the events that cause people die. Widana (2020) stated that if we flashback again in the historical space, we found data that in the year 1521 Saka or around 1599 AD, Bali was once plagued by Grubug in the form of a horrific outbreak of Leprosy which was also a forerunner to the emergence of the term "Big Pain", or chronic and severe pain, for this heart breaking phenomenon. In 1850, the "invasion" of Grubug in the form of smallpox attacked the Badung area which killed approximately 4,000 people. The eastern end of Bali was not immune to the disease outbreak at that time. The number of lives lost was certainly also influenced by the lack of insight or education level of the community regarding clean and healthy life behavior and the limited variety of drugs that could be used as a treatment or as a preventive measure.

However, what is unique is that the Balinese people become stronger and more determined learning from the required trail experiences. The next Grubug phenomena will be no longer be such a frightening but become a space for self-evaluation to further strengthen in anticipatory or preventive steps. People begin to change their life patterns to be more organized, as well as to change the health dimension through various healthy activities or routines such as regular exercise, routine yoga activities (meditation, suryanamaskara – one type of yoga, and fasting) (Juanamasta & Priastana, 2017), various Ida Sang Hyang Widhi - spiritual healing therapy, such as the implementation of Yajna (traditional rituals) supported by Balinese cultural values. In addition, people in Bali also believe in herbal therapy which consists of cultural-based treatment that uses products from plants to improve health (Widana, 2020). This is...
certainly a concrete evidence that Balinese have a fundamental ability to combat COVID-19, both from a cultural and religious standpoint. In fact, Bali is an area with the recovery of COVID-19 patients reached 65% in early May 2020 (Yurianto, 2020).

In conclusion, through your reputable Journal, we invite the society in Bali and other areas in Indonesia as well as people around the world to learn from our own histories and beliefs in a better way. This letter is expected to increase awareness in responding the COVID-19 pandemic and thereby could enhance quality of life beyond Bali Indonesia.
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